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GOING FROM BAD TO WORSE IN THE TRIBULATION Pt 1
(Revelation 8-11)

Where have we been in our study?

I. THE 7 SEAL JUDGMENTS (6:1-17, 8:1-6)
A. The Overview of the 6 Seals (6:1-17)


Who does all this emphasize?



What is man’s reaction and response to all this?

B. The Opening of the 7th Seal (8:1-6)
1. The reaction to the opening of the 7th seal was _______________ in heaven for about a half an hour.


What is the significance of this silence?
2. The revelation John saw included ___ angels who were given 7 ___________________ signaling
further ______________ from Almighty God (8:2)
3. The response of the 8th angel was to offer incense with the _____________ of the saints, and then casts
his censer to the earth indicating more imminent ____________________________ is coming!



How was this significant?



What is the relationship between the “seal” & “trumpet” judgments?

II. THE SEVEN TRUMPET JUDGMENTS (8:7-13; 9:1-21; 11:14-19))


What must we remember about these trumpets?

A. The FIRST FOUR Trumpets Judgments (8:7-13)
1. The First Trumpet Sounds (8:7):
a. this includes hail, fire, mingled with blood & these were __________ to the earth by the angel
b. the aim of this judgment is __________________ on the earth
c. the result is that: a third of all trees & all green grass is_____________________ !

2. The Second Trumpet Sounds (8:8-9):
a. this includes something like a great __________________ burning with fire thrown into the sea
b. the aim of this judgment is the_____________
c. the result is a third of the seas & all __________ related to them is___________________!
3. The Third Trumpet Sounds (8:10-11):
a. this includes a great __________________________ like a torch falling from heaven
b. the aim of this judgment is on the _______________________________
c. the result is a third of all fresh water is polluted making them ________ for human consumption.
4. The Fourth Trumpet Sounds (8:12-13):
a. this includes smiting heavenly ______________ surrounding the earth
b. the aim of this judgment ______________ a third of the sun, moon, & stars
c. the result is a distortion to ______________ measurements


Next an angel announces 3 __________ concerning the remaining 3 trumpet judgments



What is significant to note about these “woes”?

B. The LAST THREE Trumpet Judgments (9:1-21; 11:14-19)
5. The Fifth Trumpet Sounds (9:1-12)
a. this includes a ________________________ from heaven to earth


What makes this star different from the fallen star in 8:10?
b. Their aim-- they are commanded not to hurt the grass, or to kill, but to ______________ the
unsaved for 5 months!
c. The result is that “living” becomes so_______________ , that men will seek____________, but it
will allude them.

6. The Sixth Trumpet Sounds (9:13-21)
a. this includes the release of ______________ who were previously bound at the great river Euphrates
b. their aim to _________ more men
c. their description: vs 16-17
d. the result is another third of mankind __________________ by their ______________.


How do people react to these trumpet Judgments? (9:20-21)



What does all this mean to you?

